We propose a family of near-metrics based on local graph diffusion to capture similarity for a wide class of data sets. These quasi-metametrics, as their name suggests, dispense with one or two standard axioms of metric spaces, specifically distinguishability and symmetry, so that similarity between data points of arbitrary type and form could be measured broadly and effectively. The proposed near-metric family includes the forward k-step diffusion and its reverse, typically on the graph consisting of data objects and their features. By construction, this family of near-metrics is particularly appropriate for categorical data, continuous data, and vector representations of images and text extracted via deep learning approaches. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of this family of similarity measures and compare and contrast with traditional measures of similarity used for each specific application and with the ground truth when available. We show that for structured data including categorical and continuous data, the near-metrics corresponding to normalized forward k-step diffusion (k small) work as one of the best performing similarity measures; for vector representations of text and images including those extracted from deep learning, the near-metrics derived from normalized and reverse k-step graph diffusion (k very small) exhibit outstanding ability to distinguish data points from different classes. *
Introduction
A core requirement and a fundamental module in various machine learning tasks is to measure the similarity between data points. Clustering, community detection, search and query, and recommendation algorithms, to name only a few, involve similarity derivations that are essentially constructed on top of underlying distance measures. To this end, numerous similarities have been designed specifically for particular types of data or data sets in order to optimize the performance [4, 11, 33] .
For categorical data sets, the most straightforward similarity measure is the overlap measure, which counts the number of matching attributes between two data points. More delicate measures take into consideration the number of categories, feature frequencies, and other local or global information. Frequently used measures for categorical data include but are not limited to Eskin, Lin, Goodall, and Occurrence Frequency. We refer interested readers to [4] for a comprehensive review.
For continuous data sets, completely different similarity measures have been used. Cosine similarity and the inner product similarity are textbook approaches [13] . The Minkowski distance is widely used which includes both the Manhattan distance (order 1 version) and Euclidean distance (order 2 version). If data points are generated from the same distribution, Mahalanobis distance, or more broadly Bregman divergence, is frequently adopted [7, 5] . For distance between data sets or distributions, Bhattacharyya and Hellinger distances and Kullback-Leibler divergence are often leveraged [3, 17, 15] . Hamming distance continues to be used for bit-by-bit string comparison [12] . At the risk of information loss, categorical similarities also apply if the data is discretized first. The MDL method is the most well-known algorithm for such a discretization task [9] .
Besides structured data types mentioned above, unstructured data, such as text, audio, image, and video, are even more commonly encountered [10] . It is not straightforward to regard unstructured data as in a simple vector form, because of its sequential or geometrical properties [28, 21, 26, 27, 11] . One needs to carefully transform such unstructured data into a vector representation before applying similarity measures for reasonable success. For text data, the traditional tf-idf method captures the frequency information while loses the order information [30] . More recent deep learning approaches like the "word2vec" model maps any given word into a dense, low-dimensional (usually no more than a few hundred tuple) vector [20] . Deep-learning based vector representation is already making its way in various applications [16, 6, 14, 34 ], yet to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no related work on similarity measures designed for such vectors.
In this paper, we propose a family of near-metrics based on local graph diffusion to quantify a distance or likeness between data points. Instead of focusing on a specific data set or data type, our motivation is to develop a family of distance-like functions, or near-metrics, that are sufficiently general to capture all the above data types in a single representation. For n data points, each of them with m features, we regard the data set as a bipartite graph consisting of n object nodes and m feature nodes connected by mn weighted edges. The edge weights measure the presence, extent or strength, of each feature in each data object. The similarity of one data point to another can then be defined by the transition probability of the random walk on this bipartite graph from one point to the other for a given number of steps. Such a graph diffusion-based similarity has several natural variants according to the locality parameter k which is the number of steps of the random walk (its order), the diffusion direction (the forward or reversed variant), and the normalization of the feature weights (the normalized variant) where the edge weights are rescaled at each incident node to add to 1.
Key Contributions
The near-metrics proposed are based on the abstract concept of diffusion on the object-feature graph. Therefore, they are not limited to specific data types or data sets and we expect them to work in a wide variety of areas. We follow a dual path: first we analyze the graph diffusion similarity itself theoretically in order to uncover its properties and features; second, we evaluate the performance of this family of distances on various data sets and data types in comparison with frequently used similarities and when possible, to the ground truth. We summarize our key contributions as follows:
• We propose a family of near-metrics. The intuition behind the localized (i.e., finite-step) graph diffusion similarity is the mass transfer analogy of a random walk from one object to another via their common features: the more common the features two objects have the more mass is transferred from an object to the other.
• The family of near-metrics is analyzed theoretically in several respects. We show that, when applied to categorical datasets or distributions, the graph diffusion is a metametric. For general data sets, conditions for the proposed near-metrics to be metametrics or quasi-metametrics are thoroughly discussed. The analysis demonstrates that the proposed nearmetrics are able to function as well defined similarities, while giving enough flexibilities to accommodate different types of data.
• We evaluate this family of near-metrics on a wide variety of benchmark datasets of all types including categorical, continuous, text, images, and their mixtures. For structured data sets, the proposed near-metrics are among the best performing measures of similarity. For compact representations of unstructured data like texts and images, the proposed near-metrics capture the intrinsic relation between data points and their performance is outstanding.
Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally introduce the graph diffusion similarity and its variants, discuss their basic properties, and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for these to be quasi (loss of symmetry) or metametrics (loss of complete distinguishability). In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of the graph diffusion similarity together with frequently used similarity measures in various bench mark structured data sets. In Section 5, the evaluation is further conducted for vector representations of unstructured data including texts and images. Section 6 discusses our results and observations, proposes future research directions, and concludes the paper.
Graph Diffusion Similarity
Consider n objects, each endowed with a non-negative feature vector of dimension m. All the information about objects and their features is captured by a bipartite graph B of n object nodes and m feature nodes together with the edges between them. The weight of the edge linking object i and feature j is defined as the strength or value of feature j of object i. Continuous data sets, binary data sets, and vector representations of unstructured data can be mapped to this bipartite graph form directly; for categorical data, the transformation is also straightforward: a categorical feature with l different categories is replaced by a l bits one-hot binary feature vector. Notice that this transform does not incur any information loss. An example of n = 4 and m = 5 is shown in Figure 1(a) , where the blue nodes are objects and orange nodes are features.
To illustrate the idea behind the graph diffusion similarity, we consider the random walk on B as follows. We initially place a particle at any object node the similarity to which we wish to quantify, and let a random walk on the graph take place. For example in Figure 1 , the particle is originally placed at the first node. Since there are 3 edges pointing away with weights 3, 5, and 2, the probability vector that the particle ends up at feature nodes 1 to 5 is (0.3, 0.5, 0, 0.2, 0), respectively, see Figure 1 (b). We call this a 1-step diffusion or random walk on B starting at node 1. Now the particle conducts another step of the random walk, and the corresponding probability (to arrive at any given object node) can be computed by adding the probabilities from all feature node. see Figure 1 (c) and 1(d). We call these two steps of the random walk one round. The induced subgraph after one round (2 steps) gives rise to an object-object graph that we denote by G. In the language of Markov chain theory, the 2m-step random walk on B is the first m rounds of iterations in the computation of the stationary distribution (principal eigenvector) of the row-normalized adjacency matrix of G starting at the localization vector u = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) where a 1 is placed at node 1 in the above example, see [22] for details of iterative or power method. Random walk theory is frequently used for the task of community detection [29, 23 ], yet to our best knowledge, there is no previous work of adopting random walk for the construction of similarity measures. Figure 1 : Example: the calculation of graph diffusion similarity. Now let the particle start at object i in G, then we define the order k diffusion similarity of i to j, denoted by g (k) (i, j), as the probability of the particle starting at i ending up at j after k steps in G, or 2k steps in B.
Notice that similar objects, that is those with similar features and strengths, have stronger connection in the bipartite graph B, and consequently the k-round transition probability between them in G will be higher. This family of similarity measures may thus be seen as a truncated and localized version of the principal eigenvector computation on G. Unlike this computation, we are interested in the finite step transition probability between a pair of nodes (i, j) on G as a measure of similarity between i and j, which the principal eigenvector does not provide.
It is clear that g (k) (i, j) is not necessarily symmetric, therefore we define
, which we will refer to as the reversed diffusion similarity, and it quantifies the k-step similarity of j to i. To balance the importance of each feature, one can normalize each feature vector's row-sum to 1 and then calculate the graph diffusion similarity. We call the corresponding similarity, denoted by n (k) (i, j), the normalized graph diffusion similarity. We will show later that the normalized graph diffusion similarity is symmetric:
. All of the above are measures of similarity each with a corresponding measure of distance: g
, which are the graph diffusion distance, reversed graph diffusion distance, and normalized graph diffusion distance, respectively.
For simplifying the analysis, we introduce the matrix form of the above graph diffusion similarity and distance measures. For the n × m feature matrix W = (w ij ) where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, define diagonal matrices P = (p ij ) and Q = (q ij ) as: p ll = m s=1 w ls , q ll = n s=1 w sl . In other words, P and Q are the row-sum and column-sum diagonal matrices corresponding to W . We assume that p ll and q ll are non-zero, otherwise we can discard the null object or remove the absent feature. When its dimension is understood, let 1 be the all-one column vector. Define n × n matrix S as:
Based on the definition of P and Q, it is clear that S is a row-stochastic matrix since
Recall that for the random walks on B or G, the matrix S is actually the single-step transition matrix on G or the two-step transition matrix on B. Let G (k) = (g (k) (i, j)) be the n × n matrix of the pairwise graph diffusion similarity, then it is clear that G
(1) = S. The higher order diffusion similarity is straightforward to calculate:
In particular, for g (1) (i, j), an explicit formula can be written as:
w is w js q ss .
A practical issue worth mentioning is the computational cost of the graph diffusion distance. If the goal is to compute a single pair similarity, (5) shows that the cost is O(mn), which is less than ideal. For example, the Euclidean distance or cosine similarity only requires O(m) calculations. However, note that graph diffusion similarity for one pair of objects is not as important as the similarity between a set of objects and a fixed object. To wit, for similarity search and related tasks relative to an object i, one may need to calculate g (1) (i, j) for all j followed by ranking. From the matrix form (1), it is clear that the computational cost for this task is still O(mn), which scales linearly in the number of objects and the number of features. Again from (1), the computation of the graph diffusion similarity for all the pairs of objects requires O(mn 2 ) calculations, which is the same as other traditional similarities. The reversed and normalized variants only involve matrix transpose and normalization operations, thus the cost is in the same order. Since the calculation of the graph diffusion distance can be written in the matrix form (1), parallel computing is also straightforward to use if and when needed.
A quasimetric is a metric without the symmetry property while a metametric does not require that two objects with same features to be identical. In order for a function d(·, ·) to be a metametric, d has to be non-negative, symmetric, d(x, y) = 0 to imply x = y but not necessarily vice versa, and to satisfy the triangle inequality d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z). Notice that in (5), when p ii is the same for all i, g (1) (i, j) becomes symmetric. In fact, the symmetry will be inherited by g (k) (i, j), and we have
, is a metametric. When applied to distributions or categorical data, the forward, reversed, and normalized graph diffusion distances become identical, and are all metametrics as well.
A quasi-metametric is a metametric without symmetry. A quasi-metametric captures the key asymmetric relations in object-feature data sets and provides a good neighborhood structure. Therefore, a quasi-metametric has the only the necessary properties for a similarity to be useful. In the case when p ii are different for different i, symmetry no longer exists, and thus quasi-metametric is our best shot: Theorem 3.2. Let P be the row-sum diagonal matrix for W . If min p ii / max p ii > 2/3, then both the forward graph diffusion distance g (1) d (·, ·) and te reversed graph diffusion distance r 
Experiments on Structured Data
In this section, we evaluate the performance of graph diffusion similarities on structured data sets. Since similarity is used explicitly or implicitly in a wide spectrum of data science and machine learning studies, it is difficult to analyze and evaluate the newly proposed near-metrics thoroughly in all kinds of tasks and application. Instead, we aim at the first-principle experiments, that we check whether two data points that are "close" according to a similarity share the same ground truth label.
More specifically, let x be any chosen data point and y the corresponding label. To test the performance of a similarity measure S, we first rank all the data points with respect to their similarities to x. Then for any 0 < f ≤ 1, we calculate the proportion of data points that hold different labels compared to y in the (nf )-nearest neighbors of x, which yields the error value e S (x, f ) of data point x at f . The error curve is defined as the averaged error for all the data points:
Notice that E S (1) does not depend on the similarity measure adopted. It is determined by the number of data points in each class. For example, if the data set contains two classes of equal number of data points, then E S (1) = 0.5. We define E S (0) = 0 for convenience. Naturally, the error curve E S (f ) is expected to grow (but not necessarily) when f becomes larger. In the following experiments, we did encounter cases when this curve fluctuates, but most of the time we found it increases monotonically.
In Table 1 , we demonstrate the performance of 10 existing similarity measures and the graph diffusion similarity measures of order 1 to 7, denoted by GD1 to GD7. The existing similarity measures include overlap, Eskin, IOF, OF, Lin, Goodall3, Goodall4, inner product, Euclidean, and cosine. We use reversed graph diffusion during the experiments. Recall that, when applied to categorical features, all graph diffusion similarities coincide. Among the tested data sets, the results of 11 are shown in Table 1 . In table 1, 9 of the shown data sets are from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [1] . The LC and PR are loan level data sets from the two largest P2P sites, Prosper and Lending Club [18, 24] . Because of the page limit, we are not able to demonstrate the error curves directly in this section; instead, we show the value of E S (0.01), E S (0.02), E S (0.05) in Table 1 , which correspond to the averaged errors at 1%, 2%, and 5% nearest neighbor sets.
We make several key observations as follows. It is shown in Table 1 that no single similarity measure dominates all others, which is in accordance with the observation in [4] and the no free lunch theorem in optimization and machine learning [35] . The order 1 forward graph diffusion similarity Table 1 : Evaluation of similarity measures on different data sets. For each similarity S, the three rows describe the value of E S (0.01), E S (0.02), and E S (0.05). For each data set, its object number n and attribute number m are listed below its name.
g
(1) (·, ·) is among the best, while IOF, Lin, and Goodall3 also perform well on certain data sets. In addition, it can be observed that g (1) (·, ·) usually performs the best compared to its higher order versions. We will come back to this observation in the next section.
Experiments on Unstructured Data
In this section, we present experimental evaluations of similarity measures on vector representations of unstructured data. Unstructured data like text and images, despite their vast volume and importance, are less understood and more difficult to analyze. The major reason appears to be that unstructured data can not be used directly for the tasks of search, clustering, or recommendation. To this end, various ways of transforming unstructured data into the vector form have been proposed [20, 16] . For example, tf-idf converts a sentence or a document into a sparse, high-dimensional vector [31] , and word2vec model translates texts into dense vector with semantics in low dimensions [20] . Similar approaches for data sets consisting of or including images are still awaiting detailed documentation.
In this section, we focus on the experimental evaluation of similarity measures based on vector representations derived from tf-idf and deep learning. Our evaluation criterion remains the same as in Section 4: to use the error curve E S (f ) for comparitson. The experiments are conducted on the IMDB movie review dataset [19] , the customer verbatim dataset, and the ImageNet dataset [8] .
IMDB Movie Review Dataset
The IMDB dataset consists of 50,000 movie reviews in the text form [19] . The length of the review varies from very short to more than 2,000 words. Each movie review is associated with a binary sentiment polarity label. There are 25,000 positive reviews and 25,000 negative reviews. Naturally, a good similarity measure should yield a higher similarity score for reviews holding the same label. We test the similarity measures on two kinds of representations: the tf-idf representation and a compact embedding from a convolutional neural network.
tf-idf representation. A direct way of translating a review into a feature vector is via the tf-idf representation [31] . In general, the importance of a word in a review is addressed by its frequency in that review multiplied by its inverse document frequency in the entire corpus. Even though this transformation risks over-simplification, it captures some basic frequency-related information of the texts and is widely adopted [25, 2] .
In the left of Figure 2 , we demonstrate the error curves of the forward graph diffusion similarity, its reversed and normalized variants, and several traditionally used similarity measures. It can be observed that the traditional measures including Euclidean, Manhattan, inner product, and cosine, are considerably outperformed by the reversed and the normalized graph diffusion similarities. The family of graph diffusion similarities also perform differently. We demonstrate in the right of Figure 2 the reversed graph diffusion similarity measures of order from 1 to 7 as an example. It can be observed that the performances improves and later decreases as the order increases, and the order 4 and order 5 curves are the best among the 7.
Compact embedding via deep learning. In addition to the tf-idf transformation, a more recent way of embedding a review into vector space is via deep learning. The deep convolutional neural network we use here is designed for sentiment analysis by Kim [14] . The input layer converts any incoming paragraph into a vector of undetermined length, then different sizes of convolutional windows further transform the vector into vectors of values. After that, a max pooling layer eliminate the varying length and thus the number of nodes is the same as the number of convolution windows. After the training session, the part of the neural network from the input layer to the last hidden layer itself becomes a function that maps any paragraph of texts into a fixed length of vector.
In the following experiments, the vectors are from a CNN with 128 convolution kernels and thus the feature vector consists of 128 dimensions. Similar results are observed for different sizes of CNN as long as the number is not too small to lose track of the original information in the sentences. In Figure 3 , we show the optimal error curve for reference. The optimal error curve corresponds to the optimal similarity measure under which each review's neighbors are always with the same opinion label and the reviews holding different labels are far away from each other. Therefore the first half of the optimal error curve is 0 and then it gradually increases to 0.5. It can be observed at the left of Figure 3 that the reversed and normalized graph diffusion similarity measures outperform others in a clear way. Furthermore, it is shown in the right of Figure 3 that the order 2 normalized graph diffusion similarity almost coincide with the optimal curve. An interesting phenomenon regarding graph diffusion similarities of different orders emerges from Figure 2 and Figure 3 : when the order increases, the performance increases at first (first phase) up to a critical order but then decreases later to become completely random (second phase). This second phase is natural because the graph diffusion similarity d (k) (i, ·) converges to the equilibrium vector of the graph, and the reversed and normalized versions converge to vector of a constant, all of which are doomed to be poor. As for the first phase and its critical order, for the compact representation in Figure 3 , the best performance is achieved at order 2, whereas for the sparse representation of tf-idf, the optimal order is at 4 or 5. From the discussion in Section 2 we recall that the speed of the information propagation in the graph is highly related to the sparsity of the feature matrix W . When W or the graph is too sparse, the similarity between a pair of objects can hardly be adequately quantified if the initial probability mass is not well diffused in the entire system. Thus, we need higher order to achieve good performance for sparse data.
Customer Verbatim Data set
The customer verbatim data set is a private data set containing 21,621 paragraphs, each being a review of a company and its competitors' products and services quantified by a collection of business customers. Each of the reviews is labeled according to whether it is in favor of the company's competitors, and whether the customer likes the company's main product. Again, we first use a CNN to do an embedding for extraction of compact feature vectors. Eventually, each review is represented by a 128-dimensional vector of non-negative values. We calculate the error curves for both the opinion-of-competitor label and the opinion-of-product label. The curves are shown in Figure 4 .
We observe that the graph diffusion similarity family is able to achieve near optimal performance, while traditional similarities only perform in a mediocre way. As before, the performance of the graph diffusion similarity family improves to reach a near optimal state (at order 2 for opinion-ofcompetitor and order 2 or 3 for opinion-of-product) and then deteriorates. This again supports our conjecture that the optimal order for the graph diffusion similarity is positively correlated to the feature sparsity.
ImageNet Dataset
The performance of the graph diffusion similarities are also tested on the ImageNet dataset [8] . We adopt the GoogLeNet model trained on 1.2 million images for a classification problem for 1,000 classes [32] . Again, we extract the last hidden layer, which contains 1,024 hidden nodes of non-negative values for each image. For better visualization, we randomly pick r classes out of the 1,000 different classes and calculate the corresponding error curves. We repeat this for 200 times and compute the averaged error curves. The case r = 2 and r = 5 are demonstrated in Figure 5 . Again, compared to traditional similarities, the graph diffusion similarity family performs better in terms of distinguishing different classes. For the case of r = 5, the order 2 curve performs the best, while for the case of r = 2, we observe different behaviors. The performances of the curve for order 2 to 6 are almost identical, and suddenly the order 7 curve becomes the constant 0.5, which indicates the similarity has homogenized for any pair of objects.
Discussion and Future Work
A key observation in the last section was that when increasing the number of iterations, the performance of the graph diffusion similarity usually improves at first and then becomes worse. The optimal number of iterations for sparse representations like the tf-idf is typically larger (4 to 5) and for dense embeddings it is smaller (2) . For structured data sets in Section 4, the same phenomenon is observed. We have observed similar phenomenon in other data sets which, due to the page limit, we do not demonstrated here. Purely from the perspective of graph theory, object-feature sparsity means that it takes more iterations for mass to diffuse from one object to another, which makes graph diffusion similarity less ideal with small iterations. We conjecture that this phenomenon should be common for all kinds of data sets, and call for future work on building an explicit relation between the sparsity of the feature vectors and the optimal number of iterations. thus p ii = p kk according to (5) . The same argument holds for any consecutive objects in the path between i and j, which leads to the conclusion that p ii = p jj .
for W becomes an identity matrix. By regarding W as a new feature matrix W in Proposition 6.3, the triangular inequality follows immediately.
For the case r = 2u + 1, let W = W W , then
Recalling Proposition 6.3, we only need to show that W is a row-stochastic matrix and Q is its column-sum matrix. Since both W and W are rowstochastic matrices, so is W = W W . For its column-sum, since W is doublystochastic, W T 1 = W T W T 1 = W T 1, thus W and W share the same column-sum matrix Q, which completes the proof.
Theorem 1 follows directly from Proposition 6.1, Proposition 6.2, Proposition 6.3, and Proposition 6.4. d (·, ·), symmetry is no longer guaranteed. Besides, triangle inequality need not hold in general. We aim to find sufficient conditions for these distances to be at least quasi-metametrics. A counter-example to the triangle inequality is provided by these 3 objects and 2 features: W = [1, 0; 2, 6; 0, 12]. It is straightforward to check that g Proof. Based on the discussion in Section 6, we only need to prove the triangle inequality. Again, we only need to prove g (w 1k /p 11 + w 3k /p 22 )w 2k − w 1k w 3k /p 11 q kk ≤ 1.
Analysis of g

